
                                                                                                           
 

 

                      ‘WESSEX WAYS’ NOVEMBER 2021 
            
 

CHAIRMAN’S CHATTER 
 
Hi everyone,  
 

First thing to say is, that getting back to some form of normality feels pretty good, I am hoping that 
we have a good AGM and then the Club can go forward in a more positive way, as many of you 
know I was going to leave the Chairman post this year but I felt that it would have been a little 
unfair to leave after the last eighteen months of turmoil, and expect someone else to take over the 
reins, you will have to put up with me for a bit longer yet. 
 
It would appear that we no longer have a motorcycle section we have sent out a message via the 
magazine for the last two months that there would be a meeting at Bloxworth but no one has 
appeared, we will give it one more go and if we get no response then we will assume that it's not 
going to happen. Well people that's me done so you all drive with care & stay safe. 
 
Doug. 
 
 

        BAKED “SPUD NIGHT” ON TUESDAY 14TH DECEMBER (CLUB NIGHT) 
 

                                       AND CHRISTMAS BINGO 
 
We will be having our annual baked spud night on the December meeting which will be on the 
14th. You can mix the fillings and have cheese and beans or anything that you like. This year is a 
little different as the Club is going to pay for the spuds. Now if you would like to pop along and join 
us, then all you need do is give me a ring on 01202 895387 and tell me what you want and I will 
put you on the list. I will say that if you do order make sure you appear as it will have to be paid 
for. We will also be having a game or two of Bingo, hope you can come along and make it a good 
evening. 
 

The choices are :- 
 

CHEESE & BEANS 
BEANS 
CHEESE & COLESLAW 
CHEESE 
TUNA & MAYO 
CURRY 
 
For those members who were not at the last Club night and have not given an order in, could you 
please contact Doug either by phone :- 01202 895387 or email :- duggcronk@gmail.com by  
December 1st  to place your order. 
 
Doug. 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2021 

THE WESSEX VEHICLE PRESERVATION CLUB LTD 

Agenda of the AGM to be held at Cobham Sports & Social Club 

9th November 2021 at 8 pm 

1. Meeting is opened 

2. Apologies 

3. One Minute’s Silence 

A silence of one minute to be held in memory of those members and friends who have died 

during the past year. 

4. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of 2020 

5. Adoption of Accounts 

6. Committee Report 

7. Election of Committee Members for 2021/2022 

8. Open Forum 

                          



VEHICLE OF THE MONTH – LOMAX KIT CAR 
 
   

                              
 

The design is slightly reminiscent of the legendary Morgan Three Wheeler of the 1930s. The car 
consists of a fibreglass body mounted on an un-modified Citroën 2CV or Dyane floorpan. Later a 
steel tube chassis was introduced. 

A Lomax is usually an open roadster, which is driven completely without a roof. 

The original 1982 prototype had a bespoke four-wheel chassis which was specially constructed, 
and of shorter wheelbase than the donor car, a Citroën Ami. Early "3-wheel" variants were actually 
four wheeled, with two rear wheels closely paired as in some Heinkel bubble cars of the 1960s, 
but this arrangement was soon dropped to allow the 3-wheel road-tax rates which in the UK are 
lower than for 4-wheel vehicles. Later versions were genuine trikes, three wheels with two wheels 
in front and one at the back. This was later followed by a four-wheel variant using an unmodified 
2CV chassis. The model designations are 223 (2 cylinders - 2 seats - 3 wheels) or 224 (2 cylinders 
- 2 seats - 4 wheels). A few examples used the engine from the contemporary Citroën GS or GSA. 
These were designated 424 (4 cylinders, 2 seats, 4 wheels). 

The Lomax has usually 29-35  bhp, weighs approximately 430 kilograms (950 lb), has 2 seats and 
a top speed of 140 kilometres per hour (87 mph). Petrol consumption is 71 mpg. 
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